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Statement of Confidentiality & Non-Disclosure

This document contains proprietary and confidential information. All data submitted 
to the receiving party is provided in reliance upon its consent not to use or disclose any 
information contained herein except in the context of its business dealings with you. 
The recipient of this document agrees to inform its present and future employees and 
partners who view or have access to the document’s content of its confidential nature.

The recipient agrees to instruct each employee that they cannot disclose any information 
concerning this document to others except to the extent that such matters are generally 
known to, and are available for use by the public. The recipient also agrees not to 
duplicate, distribute, or permit others to duplicate or distribute any material contained 
herein without the express written consent of Tiffany’s Salon and Spa.

Tiffany’s Salon and Spa retains all title, ownership and intellectual property rights to the 
material and trademarks contained herein, including all supporting documentation, 
files, marketing material, and multimedia

BY ACCEPTANCE OF THIS DOCUMENT, THE RECIPIENT AGREES TO BE 
BOUND BY THE AFOREMENTIONED STATEMENT.
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Executive Summary

Dear Mr. Investor,

I am pleased to inform you that I am opening a new spa business, Tiffany’s Salon and Spa. 
This business will specialize in providing a variety of salon and esthetician services for 
the local Anycity and Woodbridge community, using exemplary products, providing 
highly skilled services, and providing exceptional customer service. With the growing 
emphasis on individual wellness and the growing need for services for special events, 
our customizable services continue to be in-demand, making our business a value add 
in this community. We are confident that our excellent spa services, highly trained 
staff, and exemplary products will be essential to this local community.

I, Ms. Jackie Smith, am an experienced entrepreneur and business professional. I am a 
confident leader with extensive successful salon and spa management experience, and 
am a strong forerunner with excellent business acumen. I have been in the salon and 
spa industry since 2002 and since then have built up a loyal client base of 150 clients 
from all backgrounds. Specifically, I worked for 5 years as a Salon and Spa Coordinator 
at XYZ Salon and Spa, giving me hands-on, managerial, and administrative experience. 
I am currently an assistant to the CEO at Company Ltd., where I am continuing to 
further my skills in leadership, organization, communication, and management. My 
extensive business experience has developed and honed my communication and 
interpersonal skills, such that I am confident that I will be able to continue to build this 
business into a reputable spa and salon with a steady customer base. I am a confident 
entrepreneur with an extensive and comprehensive skillset that will benefit me in this 
new endeavor. 

The goal of my business venture is to build up a brand name in the local area of Anycity 
and Woodbridge, with a focus on the local community and surrounding area.  I have 
conducted a multitude of research on the salon and spa industry and am confident 
that I have the skills, knowledge, and contacts in order to make Tiffany’s Salon and Spa 
flourish. The business will target customers needing services for major events such as 
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weddings, banquets and photoshoots.  I have already recruited a highly skilled staff 
of 11 that have come from other high-demand areas such as Main Street Shopping 
Mall and South-Side Mall. This staff includes estheticians, massage therapists, stylists, 
and nail technicians. By promoting a salon and spa with expert staff, a wide range 
of services, and exceptional customer service, I am confident that the business will 
provide a service to the growing need for wellness and special event services in the 
City of Anycity. My long-term plan includes increasing revenues significantly and 
expanding my client base to include both personal and commercial clients. By having 
an advantageous location in the City of Anycity near several convention centers and 
banquet halls, the business will be desirable for those in the vicinity and those coming to 
the area. Currently I am scouting locations at the highly desirable Main Mills Shopping 
Centre, which has extensive foot traffic and high end clientele.

My extensive understanding of best business practices will ensure that I am able to 
deliver excellent customer service. Additionally, my commitment to spa services and 
quality wellness products, paired with my desire to ensure financial profitability, will 
continue to give me the necessary drive and ambition to run this business successfully. 
My goal is to establish Tiffany’s Salon and Spa as a major player of spa service providers 
and develop long lasting business relationships in the City of Anycity.

I appreciate your consideration in reviewing my business needs, and hope that it will 
lead to the development of a long-term business relationship with you.  As a potential 
investor in my new business venture, I am confident that you will benefit from this new 
business relationship. I appreciate your review and consideration in supporting my 
new business venture and look forward to our future ahead. 
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Quick Facts
Business Name: Tiffany’s Salon and Spa
Business Owner(s): Ms. Jackie Smith
Business Type: Corporation (100% - Ms. Jackie Smith)
E-mail: Jackie.Smith@gmail.com
Telephone: 647-967-0602

Background
Ms. Jackie Smith is an experienced spa professional with over 15 years of background 
in the health and wellness industry. Over this time, she has accumulated a large client 
base and gained a wealth of experience in the management, coordination, direction, 
and improvement of the salon and spa business.  She has been in the industry since 
2002, five years of which were at XYZ Salon and Spa as Salon Coordinator, where 
she was responsible for the overall operations and management.  This allowed her to 
become an expert in the spa business and refine the skills required to manage and 
operate a salon.  She took on a managerial role in ensuring that all aspects of the spa 
were exemplary, with customer satisfaction as the primary focus.  Ms. Smith worked 
with customers, maintained the salon area, and oversaw all administrative duties 
including bookkeeping and records.  For the last 2 years, Ms. Smith has worked as 
an assistant to CEO at Company Ltd. In this role, she has gained even more skills a 
nd expertise in administrative duties. She is responsible for managing all affairs 
related to the CEO including travel arrangements, calendars, communications and  
scheduling. By training administrative staff, she further develops her interpersonal and 
leadership skills. 



Her other work experience has exposed her to all facets of the salon 
and spa industry ranging from administration to customer 
service. She has founded and managed all features of the salon 
and spa business including customer service, accounting, 
inventory management, sales, marketing, staffing and 
training. Ms. Smith has gained the skills required to expand a 
business such as implementing a marketing and event schedule 
and designing attractive packages and promotions, all while delivering 
outstanding customer satisfaction and managing and maintaining a budget with a 
positive bottom line. Her dedication to ensuring customer satisfaction, client retention, 
and increasing new client recruitment is evident in her management of a loyal customer 

base of over 350 clients. She readily takes on responsibilities 
for all aspects of her business including managing 

inventory effectively, managing employees, and 
making personal contacts with all clients. 

These experiences will further allow her to 
succeed and flourish as an owner, manager, 
and director of Tiffany’s Salon and Spa.  She 
is an exemplary manager, with excellent 

leadership and organizational skills that will 
continue to support her in this new business 

venture. In addition, her close work with 
customers and accumulation of a wide client base 

has developed her customer service and communication 
skills, ensuring that she will continue to use these skills effectively in this new business 
endeavour. 

In these roles, Ms. Smith has developed a keen business acumen and an understanding 
of the requirements of running such a business. She has also invested her own personal 
time and energy into conducting her own research on the salon and spa industry by 
travelling all over North America and conducting her own research first-hand on 
the industry. Ms. Smith is a motivated and driven individual who has the necessary 
confidence and background to benefit her and ensure her success in this new business 
venture.
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Mission Statement
Tiffany’s Salon and Spa is committed to building a successful and unique spa in the 
City of Anycity. We will provide our clients with a relaxing atmosphere in which to 
recuperate and revitalize themselves, contributing to their mental, emotional, and 
physical well-being. We also seek to provide clients with special services required 
for big occasions such as weddings and banquets. The high-end trendy environment 
will attract consumers who are eager to enjoy and experience the spa, without feel 
rushed and can enjoy taking their time in obtaining various services. We will provide 
customizable treatments and services to relax and rejuvenate our clients, leaving them 
rested and ready to rejoin the world or to attend a special event. The salon strives 
to deliver an atmosphere with a European feel that keeps up with the latest trends. 
We seek to provide an exclusive contemporary experience for our clients by having 
only experienced hair stylists with no shortcuts. By providing an unreal experience in 
terms of beauty and customer service, the salon seeks to provide something the City 
of Anycity has never seen before.  Our goals are to create a good name and trust in our 
business by our established loyal clientele within the first year.  We seek to continually 
build on our loyal and high profile customer base within the first few years. After 
5 successful years, we plan to expand our flourishing business.  By achieving these  
goals, we are confident this will make us a mainstay in the City of Anycity’s spa and 
wellness community.
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Description of Business

Tiffany’s Salon and Spa is a new salon and spa business that will provide a comprehensive 
array of treatments and services for men and women, specializing in customization, 
special events, and overall wellness. We will be leasing a 1,500-2,000 square foot 
commercial property in the City of Anycity, in the Province of Ontario. This location 
will have a front counter, which will include items for retail sale and a waiting area, 6 
hair stations, 2 nail stations, 2 pedicure stations, as well as specialty rooms for private 
spa services. Our venture is a highly desirable and in-demand service-based business, 
that caters towards mental, physical, and emotional well-being, which is currently a 
major trend in the greater Canadian community and global community as a whole. 
We will serve as an oasis in which both men and women are able to indulge in well-
deserved pampering and grooming services including: pedicures, manicures, nails, 
waxing, facials, etc. We also seek to serve the niche and profitable market of salon and 
spa services for major occasions for clients including weddings, banquets, photoshoots 
and other special events.  The business will also offer facials and massage, and we may 
consider hiring a registered massage therapist and offer photo rejuvenation treatment. 
In addition, we will have a skilled team of health and wellness professionals who will 
provide skilled services to ensure full customer satisfaction. The business is structured 
as a corporation solely owned by Ms. Jackie Smith (100% share), who brings over 14 
years of salon and spa management experience to this new business, as well as a passion 
for wellness and entrepreneurship..      



Location
Tiffany’s Salon and Spa will lease a 1,500-2,000 square foot commercial space in the 
City of Anycity, in the Province of Ontario. The space will serve as both a commercial 
retail space through which we will sell spa related products, as well as a service-
based space through which we will offer a variety of salon and spa services. The City 
of Anycity is situated near numerous banquet halls that host major events such as 
weddings and banquets. By providing all the services needed for a client attending such 
an event gives the business a huge advantage in attracting numerous clientele who will 
experience superior service and have all their needs met i n 
one location. The City of Anycity has several highly 
populated residential areas, and is highly 
accessible to both drivers and pedestrians. 
The owner has built a loyal client base for the 
last 15 years, many of which are located in 
the City of Anycity. The location is also well 
situated to satisfy clients from all over the 
GTA, as the City of Anycity is either a popular 
destination or they will be passing by to nearby 
areas with banquet halls. We are confident that 
this attractive and unique area will be an added 
draw for the needs of our customers, further increasing o u r 
overall customer base.

Hours of Operation
The hours of operation have been designed to ensure that the maximum level of 
customer service is offered to clients. We will be open 7 days a week, from 9:00am 
to 9:00pm Monday to Saturday, and 11:00am to 7:00pm on Sundays. Due to the 
personalized nature of our services, and the fact that we need to cater to the varying 
schedules of our clients, it is essential that we maintain such wide hours of operation to 
ensure our competitiveness in the local wellness and beauty community, as well as to 
ensure we meet the time constraints and needs of our customers.
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Products and Services
The health and wellness industry is a diverse one, composed of a 
wide array of businesses with varying services and procedures 
offered. Due to the nature of our local competition, as well 
as our understanding of this sector, we have designed a 
comprehensive menu of services, that will attract a variety 
of clients, meeting their varying but highly specific needs. 
By providing a variety of services, we seek to be the “one stop 
shop” location for customers to go to before a major occasion such 
as a wedding or banquet. With regards to nail treatments, our trained nail 

stylists will offer quality manicures and pedicures that include light 
massage, choice of colour, and exfoliation. In addition, we 

will have trained professionals who are able to customize 
nail treatments with gel nails, shellac, UV gel fill, and 
custom design.  Customers can relax with 3 types of 
facials that focus on deep cleansing, hydro therapy, and 

anti-aging.  These services will enhance the relaxation and 
comfort of our clients and meets their diverse preferences.  

We will provide all customers with a quality 
and lasting end product, customizable for their specific needs. 

Tiffany’s Salon and Spa will also have hair services, 
comparable to the highest standards set in the finest 
salons with our solely highly experienced staff. Our 
stylists will offer wash, cut, blow dry, and style for both 
men and women. In addition, a variety of colour, toner, 
highlights, and perm options are available including roots, 
colour, highlights, balayage, and ombre. Add on extensions, 
braids and scalp massages will also be available.  For those looking 
for services catered to special occasions, our master hair stylists offer updos and formal 
styles, which will appeal to the local community and incoming visitors for major events 
and bridal services. For hair removal, our qualified estheticians will offer removal for 
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Hair Styling



Brazillian and Bikini
Waxing

Eyebrow Waxing

all body parts for men and women, including men’s back hair, women’s bikini lines, 
and all other typical hair removal services. Our expert staff will efficiently and effective 
service all clients with prompt and discreet service, making the customer’s comfort a 
prime directive. Our goal is to make our client feel like a better person, and when they 
leave us, they should have increased confidence and an overall feeling of well-being. 
We are confident that our extensive and comprehensive line of services will be a huge 
draw in the spa and wellness community of the City of Anycity.
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• hair styling
• manicures and 
   pedicures
• facials
• waxing



Management and Company Structure

Currently, our management and company structure includes the following team 
members:
Management and Owners: Ms. Jackie Smith 
                                               President, Director and Owner (100% share)

Proposed Affiliates:
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Employment: Position: Wage/hour: Hours/week:
Full-time Hair Dresser (3) $15 37.5
Full-time Hair Dresser (3) Commission Only 37.5
Full-time Esthetician (3) Commission Only 37.5
Full-time Nail Technician (2) Commission Only 37.5
Full-time Hair-stylist Assistant (2) $13 37.5
Full-time Receptionist (2) $14 37.5

Each hair stylist must meet a threshold of $8,300/month in total sales, while each 
esthetician must meet a threshold of $1,500/week.  The staff planned for Tiffany’s Salon 
and Spa have been hand-picked by Ms. Smith from busy and in-demand locations 
including the Main, South-Side, and North-Side Mall areas.  These are the best of the 
best stylists and estheticians that are ready and willing to work for this prestigious and 
special salon and spa.  The high level of skilled staff that want to work for and with Ms. 
Smith is a good indicator of how much they value Ms. Smith’s expertise in the salon 
and spa industry.

The total wages payable on a monthly basis is currently at 
$48,470.83 and is reflected in the two years projected 

income statement provided. These projections are 
based on initial operations – based on on-going 
growth and demand, we will reevaluate these 
positions at a future date to be determined in order 

to determine whether additional staff is required.



Industry Information

Consumer Trends/Demographics and Industry Overview
Tiffany’s Salon and Spa will be opening in the City of Anycity, which is located in the 
Province of Ontario. This region lies at the heart of the North American Free Trade 
area, which has a combined population of 460 million people and a combined GDP of 
$18 trillion. In addition, according to the Government of Ontario, “in 2011, more than 
C$1.4 billion crossed the Canada-U.S. border each day and Ontario-US trade accounted 
for approximately C$716 million of that amount.”1  Furthermore, 37% of the Canadian 
national GDP is generated in this province, which is reflective of the purchasing power 
of the 13.5 million residents living in a geographic area encompassing over 415,000 
miles.2 The majority of these residents live in the area known as the “Golden Horseshoe”, 
which is located on the shores of Lake Ontario and includes “the Greater Toronto Area, 
Hamilton, St. Catharines and Niagara Falls.”  As such, with the population and wealth 
to support a variety of organizations, franchises and businesses, the Province of Ontario 
is an economic hub of Canada, which is an asset to any business looking to establish a 
meaningful foothold in this part of the country.
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  1 About Ontario. Government of Ontario. https://www.ontario.ca/page/about-ontario (08/08/16).
  2 Same as #1.



According to Statistics Canada, the population 
of the City of Anycity was 288,301 people based 
on data collected by the 2011 census data. 
This was up 20.7% from previous 2006 data, 
in comparison to the 5.9% rate of growth seen 
nationally. In addition, the City of Anycity is 
approximately 273.52 square kilometres with 
86,063 private dwellings. Furthermore, it is 
considered to be part of the census metropolitan 
area of Toronto.3  From the same source of data, it 
should be noted that in 2011, there were 101,725 

females aged 15 to 64 (21.0% higher than 2006), which is important since females tend 
to use a higher number of spa services than men.

Tiffany’s Salon and Spa will be located in the City of Anycity. According to a demographic 
profile of the City compiled by the City of Anycity based on 2011 census data, 31% 
of its population are visible minorities, which is higher than the provincial average. 
The top 3 ethnic origins in the City of Anycity are Italian (33%), Jewish (12%) and 
Canadian (8%). The 3 largest visible minority groups are South Asians (10%), Chinese 
(5%), and Filipinos (3%).4  Ms. Smith’s loyal clients come from a wide range of diverse 
backgrounds, which will allow her business to grow through word of mouth referrals. 
In addition, almost half of households had an average household income higher than 
$100,000, higher than the surrounding York region and much higher than the provincial 
average.5 In terms of education, 69% had completed some type of postsecondary 
education.6  This is significant since the higher income levels and education will 
contribute to people having a higher disposable income through which to indulge in 
our varying and attractive spa services. Overall, the City of Anycity ranked 10th of 
MoneySense magazine’s 2014 Canada’s Best Places to Live.7  The residents of the City of 
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  3 Focus of Geography Series, 2011 Census: Census subdivision of Anycity, CY – Ontario. Statistics Canada. 
 https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/as-sa/fogs-spg/Facts-csd-eng.cfm?LANG=Eng&GK=CSD&GC=3519028 (modified 01/09/16).

  4 Immigration and Ethnicity, 2011. The Corporation of the City of Anycity. 
 https://www.Anycity.ca/business/market_indicators/demographics/General%20Documents/Immigration%20and%20Ethnicity,%202011.pdf  
 (31/3/11, accessed 28/09/16).

  5  Income in 2010. The Corporation of the City of Anycity.  
 https://www.Anycity.ca/business/market_indicators/demographics/General%20Documents/Average%20Household%20Income,%202010.pdf (accessed 28/09/16).

  6 Educational Attainment. The Corporation of the City of Anycity. https://www.Anycity.ca/business/market_indicators/demographics/Pages/education.aspx 
 (accessed 28/09/16).

  7 Income. The Corporation of the City of Anycity. https://www.Anycity.ca/business/market_indicators/demographics/Pages/income.aspx (accessed 28/09/16).



Anycity are happy where they live and will continue to be happy with such exceptional 
services as Tiffany’s Salon and Spa.

Spa businesses such as this fall under the Personal Care Services (NAICS 8121) industry, 
which according to the Government of Canada has 15,666 businesses in the Province of 
Ontario and holds 36.0% of the Canadian market share. Of these, only 6,888 fall under 
the class of being employers and thereby having other employees working for them.8  
According to Statista, the beauty and anti-aging industry is worth a staggering $1.025 
trillion dollars worldwide, and the revenues collected in the United States by the spa 
industry is valued at $14 billion dollars.9  As such, this highly valued industry continues 
to grow, especially with the rising emphasis put on health, wellness and overall well-
being. As such, we are confident in the success of our new salon and spa business.

Spa businesses such as this fall under the Personal Care Services (NAICS 8121) industry, 
which according to the Government of Canada has 15,666 businesses in the Province of 
Ontario and holds 36.0% of the Canadian market share. Of these, only 6,888 fall under 
the class of being employers and thereby having other employees working for them.8 
According to Statista, the beauty and anti-aging industry is worth a staggering $1.025 
trillion dollars worldwide, and the revenues collected in the United States by the spa 
industry is valued at $14 billion dollars.9  As such, this highly valued industry continues 
to grow, especially with the rising emphasis put on health, wellness and overall well-
being. As such, we are confident in the success of our new salon 
and spa business.

Competition
Tiffany’s Salon and Spa has a variety of competitors 
in the health, spa and beauty industry. In the City 
of Anycity, there are a variety of businesses that 
provide a variety of comparable services. These 
include: Sanctuary Day Spas Anycity, Hand & Stone 
Massage and Facial Spa, Village Wellness Spa, Serenity Spa 
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8 Personal Care Services (NAICS 8121): Establishments. Government of Canada.
https://strategis.ic.gc.ca/app/scr/sbms/sbb/cis/establishments.html?code=8121&lang=eng (20/04/16).

9 “Statistics and facts on the wellness and spa industry.” Statista. http://www.statista.com/topics/1336/wellness-and-spa/ (accessed 17/08/16).
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and Laser, and Anycity Spa, amongst other such businesses. It is important to note 
that while each of these businesses provides services found in our business, none of 
them offer the comprehensive and extensive menu that our business will provide our 
customers. We seek to provide all the services needed for someone attending a special 
occasion, which will attract customers that want experienced service all in one place at 
one time. By providing a contemporary and trendy atmosphere in the salon with only 
experienced stylists and estheticians, we will attract both our loyal clientele and expand 
our customer base with those seeking authentic, expert, and worthwhile services.

In addition, our extensive operating hours provide an added level of appeal to our 
customers, along with our highly trained and agreeable staff who contribute to ensuring 
each of our clients receives a quality and special overall experience. The owner, Ms. 

Smith has also been building her customer base for over 14 years and 
has loyal clients coming to her from all over the GTA as well 

as Hamilton and as far away as Ottawa. Her reputation 
has built up and word of mouth has helped to build 

her clientele. We can only expect her customer base 
to continue building as time goes on.  

Ms. Smith has spent extensive time and efforts 
travelling all around North America to pursue intensive 

research on the growing salon and spa industry. Her travels 
to large North American cities including Miami, Las Vegas, and Los 

Angeles have given her wide-ranging insight on the salon and spa business in other 
large metropolitan cities.  This gives her a first-hand understanding of the different 
opportunities and possibilities her salon and spa business will have in the City of 
Anycity. She has also conducted several surveys and focus groups to understand what 
her clients need so that she can ensure her business will satisfy the needs of all her 
diverse customers. Her research has found that clients are looking for a high-end salon 
and spa that can provide all the services in one location, which is located close to 
the event they are attending. By arming her salon and spa with the most qualified 
staff, providing a myriad of services for clients of all needs, and being located in close 
proximity to banquet halls and convention centers, Tiffany’s Salon and Spa will surely 
provide a much-needed service to the City of Anycity.



Therefore, while we could list the pros and cons of each competitor, as experienced 
business professionals we are confident that we will outperform our competitors in 
all areas. Our years of growth and business success in our previous and current work 
experiences are evidence of this, and the ambition and drive of our management team, 
our competitive prices, and our quality services are evidence of the strength of our 
business model and its potential success in this industry. We are confident that we will 
be able to outperform our competitors due to these reasons, as well as the extensive 
experience and professionalism of our management team and employees.

Seasonal Factors
This industry is cyclical and is moderately exposed to the effects of seasonality. The 
beauty industry is dependent on clients who are in need of nail, massage and esthetic 
care, amongst other services. As per the projected income statement we have provided, 
we have accounted for an approximate 15%/month decrease in revenues during the 
winter season between the months of January and February attributed to mainly cold 
weather. Revenues tend to grow by 10%/month between March and June, recovering 
due to the approaching spring and summer wedding season. Revenues may experience 
a slowdown of approximately 5% and decrease at a rate of 5%/month during the summer 
months of July and August, which might be attributed to clients being on vacation, but 
may not due to the high demand wedding season in the summer. Revenues tend to 
stay consistent between September and October. Revenues are estimated to decrease 
by 5% in the month of November. In addition, there would be growth of approximately 
15% in December, attributed to a need for more professional grooming services, due  
to increased holiday function, both office and personal-related and the opportunity 
to sell gift cards. Based on experience, these trends hold their consistency based  
on industry trends.
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Marketing Plan

Target Market
As experienced business professionals, Tiffany’s Salon and Spa is committed to 
providing our services to a wide target market. While stereotypes hold that spa services 
are typically used by women between the ages of 16 to 60, we recognize that these 
stereotypes do not necessarily hold true and spa services and product lines are enjoyed 
by men and women aged 16 and up. As such, we have designed our menu of products 
and services to appeal to both genders, recognizing the need to provide quality services 
for an expansive range of clients of all ages and genders. In particular, we will look to 
attracting female clientele who are involved in photoshoots and are in the process on 
getting engaged/married – the City of Anycity has many banquet halls and facilities 
that are used for large events, as well as extensive parkland that couples utilize for 
photoshoots. As such, our services will be in demand, especially for women looking to 
achieve a particular aesthetic.
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Pricing Strategy and Working Capital Cycle
Pricing is designed to be competitive and in-line with current market rates and 
expectations.

Pricing:
	 	 The average person spends between $100 and $1,000, depending on chosen  
   treatment and the number of treatments indulged in. This is also impacted by  
   whether or not they purchase related products used for treatments, which is  
   common amongst spa clientele who look to continue the well-being in their  
   own homes.
	 	 Spa prices for nails: manicure $25, pedicure $40, shellac manicure $35, shellac  
   pedi $50, polish change hands $15, polish change feet $18, UV gel full set $55,  
   UV gel fill $35, add on shellac $10, design $10.
	 	Spa prices for facials: deep cleansing $90, hydro facial $100, anti-aging $130.
	 	Spa prices for waxing: eyebrows $12, lip $8, chin $8, full face $30, half arm $25,  
  full arm $45, full leg $30, bikini $30, Brazilian $50, back $30, chest $30.
	 	Salon prices for hair: wash and style $35, wash and formal style $45, wash and  
  updo $65, wash/cut/blow dry (ladies) $55, wash/cut/style (gents) $35,  
  colour roots $55, colour $65, highlights $65, balayage $170, ombre $170, add-on  
  extension to blow dry $20, braids $10, 10 minute scalp massage $10.

Payment Structure, Average Length of Contracts & Terms (Working Capital Cycle):
	 		Typically, customers pay up-front upon completion of services in the manner of  
   a retail storefront.
	 		If customers need to accommodate a multi-payment structure, then they will  
   accept a deposit of 15%, with the remaining due in multiple payments depending  
   on the extent of the treatments being done.
	 		Payment is in cash, payable by cash, debit or credit card.
	 		Estimate cost of goods sold is 30%.
	 		Customers typically pay for services and any additional goods purchased. 		
	 		Cost of goods sold = 20% acetone, manicures, nail filing, alcohol, massage oil,  
   towels, medical grade tips, cleansers, toners, exfoliators, gels, etc.
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Advertising
Tiffany’s Salon and Spa is aware of the importance of advertising in our business and 
of establishing ourselves in this highly specialized niche market. Our most important 
advertising is through positive word-of-mouth, since in this highly specialized 
customer service business, positive client reviews are essential for building up our 
overall population base, as clients share their positive experiences with friends, family, 
and colleagues. While Ms. Smith has already built a large client base over the last 15 
years from all over the GTA and Hamilton and as far as Ottawa, it is expected for the 
word-of-mouth referral to continue to build her customer base.  In addition, we have 
already established a corporate website on weddingful.com, Facebook, Instagram and 
other social media accounts.  These accounts will be interlinked in order to digitally 
interact with clients, allowing them to contact us directly, plan their spa services, book 
appointments, and share their experiences over popular social media networks. We 
will also invest in advertising via online bloggers who will build up positive reviews 
and expand our online presence, in addition to utilizing such sites as Twitter We also 
hope to target the immediate area and those who are not on social media with a street 
team of people to distribute flyers, mailings, and brochures to neighbouring residents. 
We are confident that through a successful and motivated advertising plan, we will be 
able to establish our business and grow its client-base.
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Recognition of Risks

This business plan represents my best estimate regarding the future performance and 
potential of this business venture. It should be recognized that not all major risks 
can be accurately predicted or otherwise avoided. I can confidently say that based on 
my current extensive experience, company structure and motivation, I will run this 
business successfully. I am ambitious, hardworking, and will grow and expand our 
business, allowing me to achieve financial success. A management salary of $5,000/
month will commence starting in Month 1.  

Financial Snapshot

Key Financial Metrics and Assumptions
 -  Cost of Goods Sold represents 20.0% of estimated projected revenues including all  

  supplies including acetone, manicures, nail filing, alcohol, massage oil, towels, etc.

 - The follow sales trends have been used in projecting the income statement:

  o An estimated growth rate of 10%/month has been used between the months of   

   March-July

  o It is estimated that revenues will grow by 5% in the months of July and August

  o It is estimated that revenues will stay consistent between September- October

  o Revenues will go down by approximately 5% in the month of November 

  o Revenues will grow by 15% in the month of December due to holiday and    

  corporate functions encompassing the need for personal care services. Also an   

   opportunity to sell gift cards. 

  o Revenues will go down by 15%/month decrease between the months of January-  

  February. Mainly attributed to cold weather and effects of seasonality

 - The starting point of revenue was calculated as follows:

  o Sales- Hairstylists start at $49,800 based on minimum thresholds identified   

   previously

  o Sales- Estheticians start at $19,500 based on minimum thresholds identified   

   previously

  o Sales- Other starts at $60,666.67 and was calculated based on the following:    

   estimated that 20 consumers attend daily and purchase $100/person worth of   

   services = $2,000 daily revenue*7 days/week*52 weeks/year/12 months = $60,666.67  

   starting revenue point
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	 					 •	 It	is	assumed	that	50%	of	other	sales	is	commission	related	and	40%	of	this	figure		

    is allocated towards salaries and commissions

 -  As the owner is self-sufficient and has started this business using a portion of his own  

  funds, a conservative management salary of $5,000/month will commence starting in  

  Month 1

 - Salaries and commissions payable is calculated and based on what was mentioned in the  

  management company structure section 

 - Office supplies represents on average $100/month including office and stationary

 - Depreciation – Calculated using Straight Line Method- estimated useful life for equipment’s  

  is 20 years and 30 years for leasehold improvements. 

 - Business insurance costs roughly $2,500/month based on property and liability insurance  

  required to operate the business 

 - Telephone and internet are estimated to be $300/month

 - Utilities are estimated to be $2,000/month including hydro, gas, etc.

 - Rent is estimated to be $20,000/month (including all applicable taxes, maintenance and  

  insurance)

 - Advertising and marketing is estimated to be $1,000/month including expenses allocated  

  to flyers, marketing materials and similar advertising methods previously identified 

 - Travel represents a monthly expense of $50/month

 - Bank charges represent a monthly expense of $200 + applicable loan interest assumed on  

  bank loan

 - Overall sales are assumed to increase by over 10% in the second year of operations

 - Estimated fixed costs in the 1st year will exceed $958,000

NOTE: PROJECTIONS ARE CONSERVATIVE IN NATURE BASED ON INDUSTRY 
RELATED EXPERIENCE.
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Appendix

Balance Sheet
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Projected Income Statement - Year 1
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Projected Income Statement - Year 2


